
Mark schemes

(a)

  Feature Bacterium
Human

immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) particle

  RNA ✔ ✔
  Cell wall ✔  

  Enzyme molecules ✔ ✔
  Capsid   ✔

1 mark for each correct vertical column
2

1

(b)     1.      (Complementary) nucleotides/bases pair
OR
A to T and C to G;

Ignore ‘(DNA polymerase) forms base pairs/nucleotide pairs’
2.      DNA polymerase;
3.      Nucleotides join together (to form new strand)/phosphodiester bonds form;

Ignore ‘(DNA polymerase) forms base pairs/nucleotide pairs’

If clearly writing rote answer about DNA replication 2 max e.g.
helicase or separating strands

3

(c)     1.      DNA double stranded/double helix and mRNA single-stranded;

Contrast requires both parts of the statement
2.      DNA (very) long and RNA short;

Accept ‛RNA shorter’ or ‛DNA bigger/longer’
3.      Thymine/T in DNA and uracil/U in RNA;
4.      Deoxyribose in DNA and ribose in RNA;

R Deoxyribonucleic/ ribonucleic acid

Ignore ref. to histones

Ignore ref. to helix and straight chain alone
5.      DNA has base pairing and mRNA doesn’t/ DNA has hydrogen

bonding and mRNA doesn’t;
6.      DNA has introns/non-coding sequences and mRNA doesn’t;

Ignore ref to splicing
3 max

[8]
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(a)     1.      Vaccine/it contains antigen (from HPV);

Term ‛antigen’ may be first mentioned with point 2
2.      Displayed on antigen-presenting cells;

Accept named example, e.g. macrophage/phagocyte/B cells
3.      Specific helper T cell (detects antigen and) stimulates specific B cell;

Accept ‛helper T cell with receptor on surface’ for ‛specific’ and B
cells with receptor/antibody on surface that bind to antigen for
‛specific’

4.      B cell divides/goes through mitosis/forms clone to give plasma cells;
5.      B cell/plasma cell produces antibody;

4 max

2

(b)     1.      Two (doses) because got more antibody;

Accept more effective in producing antibody
2.      With three doses, second dose/dose at 1 month doesn’t lead

to production of any more antibody (than the two-dose
group)/get same/similar response;

3.      Three doses would be more expensive/less popular with
parents/girls (and serves no purpose);

Accept ‘less painful’
2 max

(c)     t-test, because comparing two means;

Mark for correct test and explanation correct

Accept ‘comparing the mean’

Reject ‘to show that the results/means are significant’
1

(d)     1.      Compare (base sequences of) DNA;
2.      Look for mutations/named mutations (that change the base

sequence);
3.      Compare (base sequences of) (m)RNA;

1 and 3 accept triplet/codon sequences for comparisons

Ignore references to ‘introns/non-coding DNA’
2 max

[9]

(a)     1.      Different parts/areas/amino acid sequences (of amyloid-precursor) protein;

Accept APP
2.      Each enzyme is specific/fits/binds/complementary to a different part of the APP;

Point 2 subsumes point 1 and is worth 2 marks total.
2

3

(b)     1.      Peptide bond broken;
2.      Using water;

Hydrolysis in stem
2
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(c)     1.      Mutations prevent production of enzyme(s)/functional enzyme;
2.      (Increase in β-secretase) leads to faster/more β-amyloid production

OR
(Decrease in α-secretase) leads to more substrate for β-secretase;

‘This’ must refer to α-secretase
3.      (Leads to) more/greater plaque formation;

3

(d)     1.      (Inhibitor) binds to/blocks active site of β-secretase/enzyme;
2.      Stops/reduces production of β-amyloid/plaque;

2

(e)     1.      Some β-amyloid required/needed (to prevent side effects)
OR
(Some) β-secretase needed;

Accept ‘Both enzymes needed’
2.      Leads to build-up of amyloid-precursor protein (that causes harm)

OR
Too much product of α-secretase (causes harm);

Accept build-up of substrate (leads to harm)
1 max

[10]

(a)     14;
14

(b)    Number (of individuals) in each species (of dung beetle);

Accept: population of each species.
1

(c)     1.      No overlap in standard deviations;

Accept: no overlap in error bars.
2.      (Difference in mean total) significant/is not due to chance/is real;

2

(d)     No bias;

Ignore: ‘representative sample’.
1

(e)     1.      Removes species/types of plant/insect;

Accept: decrease in plant/insect diversity.
2.      Fewer food sources;

Ignore: less food.

Accept: less variety of food.

Accept: removes a food source.
3.      Fewer habitats/niches;

Accept: loss/removal/destruction/ of a habitat.

Accept: no habitat.

Ignore: homes/shelters.
3

[8]
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(a)     Hydrolysis (reaction);
15

(b)     1.      (Phosphate required) to make RNA;
2.      (Phosphate required) to make DNA;

1 and 2. If neither DNA or RNA are named allow one mark for
nucleotide/nucleic acid/phosphodiester bonds/sugar-phosphate
backbone.

3.      (Phosphate required) to make ATP/ADP;
4.      (Phosphate required) to make membranes;

Ignore: phospholipids without reference to membranes.
5.      (Phosphates required) for phosphorylation;

Accept: as additional mark points any named biological molecule
containing phosphate e.g. NADP, AMP, RuBP.

2 max

(c)     Accept answer in range from 3.7 : 1 to 4.1 : 1;

Reject any ratio not : 1.
1

(d)     1.      Seeds/embryo remain dormant/inactive in winter/cold
OR
Growth/development of seed/embryo during winter/cold;

Ignore: hibernate.

Accept: ‘seed survives winter/cold’.

Reject: plant develops or seed germinates during winter/cold.
2.      Seeds/plants develop in spring/summer

OR
Seeds/plants develop when temperature/light increases;

Accept: seeds/plants develop when more light or when temperature
is higher.

Accept: seed germinates/’sprouts’ during spring/summer or when
temp/light increases.

3.      Plant photosynthesise (in spring/when warm);
4.      Produce (more) seeds/offspring in spring/growing season;

3 max
[7]

(a)     1.      Change in DNA base/nucleotide (sequence);

Accept: mutation in DNA base (sequence).

Accept: deletion/substitution/addition of a DNA base/nucleotide.
2.      Change in amino acid (sequence)/primary structure;

Reject: different amino acid formed.

Ignore: change in code for amino acid.
3.      Alters (position of) hydrogen/ionic/disulfide bonds;
4.      Change in tertiary structure (of receptor);

Reject: any reference to active site.

Ignore: 3°.
4

6
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(b)     1.      (Receptor) is not complementary
OR
(HIV) cannot bind/attach and enter/infect (helper) T cell;

Accept: ‘complimentary’.

Accept: invade as alternative to infect.
2.      No replication (of virus)

OR
No destruction of (helper) T cell;

Accept: reproduction (of virus).
2

(c)     1.      Low/lower exposure to HIV (in Europe)
OR
Low/lower number of HIV/AIDS (infections/cases);

Accept: converse.
2.      (HIV) has only been present for a short time period

OR
(HIV relatively) recently evolved;

3.      Mutation/CCR5 has been around for many years;

Accept: frequency of mutation has always been high.
4.      Mutation/CCR5 is advantageous (for something else);

2 max
[8]

(a)     Bacteria killed;

Ignore: no growth or growth of bacteria prevented.

Accept: bacteria destroyed.

Accept: no living bacteria.
1

7

(b)     Clear zone would be too large
OR
Clear zones would overlap/merge
OR
Could kill all bacteria (on the plate);

Must convey idea of too large.
1

(c)     1.      (Same) size;

Accept: any measure of size e.g. thickness, area, diameter.

Ignore: ‘same shape’ as shape shown on the diagram.
2.      (Same) material/absorbency;
3.      In solution for same time period;

Ignore: reference to volume of disinfectant.
2 max
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(d)     Any number between 2.5 to 3.2 = two marks;;

Allow one mark for an incorrect answer but shows method of
calculating how many times more effective D is than B

e.g. 22 divided by 13/14

or 11 divided by 6.5/7

or 1.57/1.6/1.69/1.7.
2

[6]

(a)     (i)      (Grouped according to) evolutionary
links/history/relationships / common ancestry;

Ignore: closely related, factors, characteristics

Ignore: genetically similar
1

8

(ii)     1.       Able to reproduce;

Accept: smallest taxonomic group/groups of organisms with same
genes/ chromosomes/same number of chromosomes

Accept: breed for ‘reproduce’

Ignore: mate

Reject: genetically identical

Ignore: similar genes/chromosomes
2.       To produce fertile offspring;

Ignore: that are ‘viable’
2

(b)     Phylum
Class
Family
Genus;

Accept: pleural answers phyla / genera / families

Accept phonetic answers phyllem/phylem/fylum/fyla/phylae/phyli
/jenus/ jenera/familys

All 4 in correct order for 1 mark
1

(c)     1.       Two circles/with two inner circles with no overlap;

 

= 2 marks
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OR

 

= 2 marks

OR

 

= 1 mark

OR

 

= 1 mark
2.       Labels correct;

Ignore underlining / capitals

Accept: P tigris/ N nebulosa

Accept phonetic spelling
2
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(d)     1.      South China and Sumatran tigers share a more recent
common ancestor;

Accept: more closely related (statement must be comparative)

Accept: a labelled hierarchy
2.       (because) identical/same/matching (nucleotide) sequences;

Accept: converse for Siberian tiger eg Siberian is less closely
related to South China AND Sumatran tigers

2
[8]

(a)     Quaternary (structure);

Accept phonetic spelling eg quarternary/quarternery /4°

Award no mark for quaternary as part of a list
1

(b)     423;
1

(c)     1.      Oxyhaemoglobin formed/ haemoglobin is loaded/
uptakes/associates/binds with oxygen in area of higher ppO2 /
in gas exchange surface/lungs/gills;

Reference to “react with” = max 1

Accept: reversible interaction with oxygen

Ignore: haemoglobin is carried / contained in red blood cells
2.      (oxygen) unloaded/dissociates from/released (in area of lower

ppO2 / in capillaries/to cells/tissues);
2

(d)     (i)      56(%);

Accept responses in the range 54-58(%)
1

(ii)     1.      (Anaemia curve shifted to right) haemoglobin has lower
affinity for oxygen / binds less tightly;

Assume reference is to haemoglobin of anaemia unless stated
2.      releases more oxygen / oxygen is released quicker / oxygen

dissociates/ unloads more readily to muscles/tissues/cells;
3.      (For) respiration;

Accept: even with a lower haemoglobin concentration / meet
demand for ATP/energy;

3
[8]

9
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(a)     Number of species in a community;

Accept: number of species in a habitat/area/ecosystem

Accept: species richness

Accept: all the species for number of species

Ignore: variation/diversity

Reject: in a population
1

(b)     1.      Number of (organisms of) each species;

Accept: ‘population’ for number and accept individual for organism.

Accept: ‘species richness’
2.      Total number of organisms (of all species) / Total number of species;

Idea of grand total of all organisms, not just number of different
species

2

(c)     1.      Described effect of sewage (eg oxygen depletion/is toxic/kills);

Accept: increase in BOD

Accept: eutrophication/description of eutrophication
2.      Prevents some/many species colonising/ reproducing/remaining;

Accept: only a few species survive
3.      Sewage is food source for (individuals of) some/a few/species;
4.      (So) increase only in their numbers;

Max 2

(d)     (i)      1.      Results are not repeatable / are not representative /
unreliable / conflict / contradict;

Accept: different / don’t agree

Ignore: not valid/not reproducible/inaccurate
2.      Can’t make any conclusions;

2

(ii)     Do repeats to find a pattern/distribution/mean (of index of
diversity);

Accept: use a different technique to obtain more reliable evidence;

Need idea of more than one repeat

Accept: calculate an average

Accept: at different times

Accept: statistical test to see if results differ significantly
1

[8]

10

(a)
    Cell B Cell C Cell D

  homologous chromosomes are present ✔ ✔  

  a stage of mitosis   ✔  

Mark horizontally

1 mark for each correct row
2

11
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(b)     Mark as pairs, do not mix and match
1.      (Chromosomes consist of) two chromatids connected at

centromere;

Accept: sister chromatids for two chromatids
2.       (Because) DNA has replicated;

OR

3.       K is on equator of spindle;

Ignore: ‘middle’
4.       (because) attached at centromere;

Ignore reference to meiosis / bivalents / homologous pairs
2

(c)     1.      Crossing over / exchange of alleles /lengths of DNA /
recombination;

Accept: description of crossing over eg sections of chromatids
break and re-join

Accept: reference to chiasma/ chiasmata
2.      Between (chromatids of) homologous chromosomes;

Accept: ‘between non-sister chromatids’

Accept: ‘bivalent’ for homologous

Ignore: genes exchanged
2

(d)     Separation/segregation of pairs/homologous chromosomes;

Accept: result of meiosis I / result of division of cell B

Accept: pulled to opposite poles for ‘separation’

Ignore ref to chromatids
1

(e)     (DNA) replication taking place/not finished;

Accept: they are cells in S phase
1

[8]
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(a)     Locus;

Accept: loci
1

(b)     Differences in DNA / differences in base sequence of DNA;

Accept: number of different alleles / size/variation in gene pool

Reject: genes
1

(c)     1.      Jack Russell (genetic) diversity is (significantly) greatest;
2.      Bull terrier (genetic) diversity is (significantly) smallest / is most

inbred;
3.      Miniature terrier and Airedale terriers are similar;

1-3: do not credit just a list of values

4.       Standard deviations do not overlap / do overlap with correct ref to
significance;

Reference to significance must be relevant to examples given
Max 3

(d)     1.      (Bull terrier) breeding has included a genetic bottleneck/ small
population/more inbreeding/ greater selection (pressure);

Accept: founder effect
2.      Reduced number of different alleles/size of gene pool;

Reject: decrease in number of genes

Ignore ref to mutations

OR

3.      Miniature (terrier) breeding has included more outbreeding/less
selection (pressure);

4.      Increased number of different alleles/larger gene pool/more variety
of alleles;

Reject if genes used instead of alleles

Reject: lower frequency of alleles

Ignore ref to mutations
2

[7]

12
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(a)     1.      Type of feed affects (antibiotic) resistant bacteria (in animals);

Accept: null hypotheses

Accept predictions, for example

More antibiotic resistant bacteria form in animals fed with antibiotics
in their food

2.      (Antibiotic) resistant resistant infect /are passed on to
animals/farmer / resistant resistant are passed between animals;

Accept: bird to bird/bird to human/human to human

Accept: a link (exists) between (antibiotic) resistance in animals and
their keepers/farmers – as lowest level QWC

3.      Incidence of (antibiotic) resistant resistant differs in chickens and
turkeys;

Accept: a comparison, eg ‘more resistant bacteria in chickens than
turkeys'

4.      Incidence of (antibiotic) resistant resistant differs in chicken farmers
and turkey farmers;

Accept: a comparison, eg ‘more resistant bacteria in chickens than
turkeys'

Max 2

13

(b)     (i)      1.      Large(r) percentage of resistant bacteria in
turkeys/low(er) percentage of resistant bacteria in
chickens;

Accept: E coli for bacteria

Ignore: number, eg. ignore ‘more’/’fewer’ turkeys/chickens
2.      Large(r) percentage of resistant bacteria in turkey

farmers/low(er) percentage of resistant bacteria in chicken
farmers;

2

(ii)     1.      (More) antibiotic in turkey feed kills (more) non-resistant
bacteria / resistant bacteria survive;

Accept: antibiotic creates selection pressure

Survive must be explicit, not implied by ‘reproduce’
2.      (Resistant bacteria) reproduce / pass on gene for resistance;

2

(c)     (Human) faeces contain pathogens;

Accept: harmful organisms
1

(d)     1.      Large number of farms / farmers (surveyed) / 46;

‘Reliable’ is used in the question stem
2.      So results are (likely to be) representative / can identify anomalous

results;

Ignore: reproducible / accurate / valid / reliable

Accept valid explanation of replicates minimising effects of chance
2
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(e)     1.      (DNA) hybridisation (of gene for resistance in bacteria taken
from bird and farmer);

2.      (Identical) strands separate at high(est) temperature;

OR

3.      Compare base/nucleotide sequence (of gene for resistance in
bacteria taken from bird and farmer);

4.      (Identical strains) have identical/same base sequences

Mark in pairs, do not mix and match.

Accept: bacteria in bird and farmer/both types of bacteria have
identical base sequences = 2 marks

2

(f)      1.      (Antibiotic use has) increased cases of bacterial resistance;

Accept: number
2.      Transfer/horizontal transmission of (resistance) gene to

pathogens/harmful bacteria;

Accept: conjugation
3.      (Antibiotic) resistant bacteria cause harm / medical treatments less

effective;

Accept: superbug
4.      Avoids side effects on animals;
5.      Increased demand for organic food;
6.      Antibiotic/resistant bacteria could be present in human food;
7.      High cost of antibiotics;
8.      Legislation has controlled antibiotic use;

Accept: EU/government guidelines
4 max

[15]
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